
Multiple Presentations.
One Space.

www.silent-conference.com.au

Silent Conference equipment allows multiple presentations to take
place simultaneously in the same space without noise interference.



What is Silent Conference?
It allows you to host several speakers or presentations in the same space without creating
audio distractions for delegates. Using existing AV equipment or equipment provided by us,
you can instantly transform a single space into multiple breakouts or presentation areas.

Arrange your space in the most
creative way possible, give each

speaker more time to deliver
quality content and never have to

worry about noise restrictions.

Achieve the optimal use
of your time and space

Delegates can choose which
channel/presentation to listen

to, switching across them
instantly and seamlessly.

Create dynamic, user-
driven experiences

Use Silent Conference to have
more speakers, presentations
and languages all in one room.

Do more with less



Up to 32 channels
With the largest channel selection in
Australia, our solution can support
conferences and events of any size.

Uninterrupted audio
Our silent conferencing solutions deliver
digital audio quality for more than 200

hours meaning delegates never miss a beat.

Superior audio quality
Our state-of-the-art infrared audio system

combined with premium BOSCH headphones
means that delegates always receive clear
digital audio quality without interference.

The Benefits of Silent Conference



The Benefits of Silent Conference

Unlimited customisation
Our Silent conference equipment

can be set up in all kinds of venues
across all kinds of layouts. Make

the most of your space while giving
delegates a premium experience.

Long battery life
Our infrared pocket receivers receive
a full charge from the charging units
after 105 minutes. A fully charged

battery can last 200 hours.

Expert support and advice
Our highly qualified staff will be there
to support you throughout the event,
from set-up to pack-down. With our
support, you can rest easy knowing

an expert is always on standby.



Choose your style of Silent Conference

Silent Theatre

Silent theatres create a fully immersive environment for your delegates by removing audio
distractions. Allow delegates to engage without distracting other delegates watching the
presentation. Noise restrictions will no longer be a problem. An example use is a theatre setup in an
exhibition hall where delegates can watch the presentation in the theatre and listen to it exclusively
without the presenter disturbing delegates having conversations in other parts of the exhibition.

Silent Breakout

Silent breakouts allow you to arrange multiple speakers to give parallel presentations in the same
room. Delegates can switch between speakers instantly while removing noise interference from the
other speakers. Give delegates the power to tune into speakers they want and content they’re
interested in. An example use case is a CEO who presents to all staff at the first session of the
event, with Finance director, Marketing director and Operations director all presenting straight
after and all at once. The audience just listens to their audio channel of interest.



Choose your style of Silent Conference

Speed Dating

Speed dating allows delegates to network and connect with many prospective presenters quickly,
just like normal speed dating. Each presenter will have a station with a screen, microphone and a
dedicated channel, allowing delegates to tune directly into their presentation for an immersed
discussion while cutting out annoying background noise. Both ends will enjoy undivided attention
when asking and answering questions.

Silent Tours

Silent tours allow multiple tours to be run in the same space at the same time without audio
distraction, background noise and allows delegates to experience the tour fully immersed and
at their own pace. Allow more delegates to experience your event and leave a much deeper
impression on them.



Case Study: Blackdot
The Venue: Four Season Hotel 

The Delegates: 400 Attendees

The Breakouts: 6 open breakouts

It’s silent safari for professionals! 

Blackdot held six concurrent sessions focused around
Marketing and Sales for industry leaders. Our Silent
Conference solution supported the six simultaneous
presentations in the Grand Ballroom. 

Delegates were given a headset on arrival and selected the
channel corresponding to the station they were seated at. 
 Blackdot held 30-minute sessions,  back to back, to allow
speakers to educate the audience in a short amount of time. 

Delegates chose from six different topics and speakers every
30 minutes. Without this solution,  multiple breakouts are a
costly alternative and without the concurrent sessions, the
conference would have run over an entire day instead of a
2.5-hour time frame.

Silent Conference is to the benefit of the end client and the
delegates, as your time is just as valuable as your attendees.



Case Study: Salesforce
The Venue: ICC Sydney

The Delegates: 2200+ Attendees

The Breakouts: 7 different areas

Salesforce World Tour!

Silent Conference enabled Salesforce to screen their
presentations to delegates silently without being disturbed by
the presentations simultaneously occurring side-by-side.

The Salesforce World Tour hit the ground running at
Sydney’s International Convention Centre. Over 130
presentations were scheduled for a single day in a single
area. Silent Conference covered seven breakouts within the
exhibition hall, removing the need for external breakouts.
2,225 Bosch Digital Receivers and headsets were installed in
Breakouts A to G.

Our team worked alongside the AV team throughout the
event to manage the receivers and answer any questions.
After the event we were praised for our professional solution
contributing to a successful event landscape.



Case Study: Schneider Electric

The Venue: ICC Sydney

The Delegates: 80 Attendees

The Breakouts: Two Different Tour Groups

Schneider Electric used Silent Conference to take two
separate tour groups around an exhibition space without
noise interference.

Each group was led by a presenter with a hand-held
microphone, and the audio was transmitted to the headsets
so that delegates could hear the presentation clearly.

The two groups made their way around the exhibition
simultaneously, whilst not disturbing visitors from the public.

Using this solution allowed the presenters to clearly convey
their message, and delegates to easily understand.



Case Study: Xero
The Venue: MCEC Melbourne

The Delegates: 4000 Attendees

The Breakouts: 4 Different Areas

Xero used Silent Conference to run four silent theatres side-by-side.

Delegates were seated at four different stations, each with a different
presenter.

Participants were able to choose their desired session prior to the start,
and then move to another session after it had finished.

The event ran over two days.



Ask us how you could use Silent
Conference at your next event!

www.silent-conference.com.au
info@congress.com.au


